The paper describes software usage for diploma thesis presented by VSB-TUO students during students conference GISáček. A prepared statistics was build from papers available at web pages of the conference. The prepared statistics is not complete clear view on this area, but I do not have any other simple way how to prepare such statistics.
cPad, TopoL, ArcSDE, ERDAS Imagine, Infomapa, MapObjects, KOKEŠ, Patch Analyst, ArcInfo (7.x), PC ARC/INFO, FlowMap, ArcView, AutoCAD, Microstation, IRAS-C, GeoMedia, Pathfinder Office, Cadfusion, Kristýna GIS, OCAD, Terra Explorer, GDAL, Thuban, MapWindow, uDIG, OGR, QGIS, gvSIG, GeoTools, PostGIS, GPSsim, OpenMAP, JUMP, JgraphT, Transform, NVIZ, Vis5D+, Trand 'á k, FWTools, GRASS.
OGR, GDAL or other libraries were used as an individual software pieces not as a part of MapServer or GRASS software.
Figure 1: GIS and CAD software
The figure 1 shows number of GIS and CAD software used during 2000 -2006 period by students. We can see high increase of the number of open source and software without fee in the last two years. To be correct we must mention that for several tasks user in the open source area usually uses not only one software, but a set of software. In the area of commercial software this is not so common. For this purpose you can find figure 4 that shows software used by individual student. shows how is GIS and CAD software used by individual student. There are three categories of students: students that use only fee software, students that use only free ware software (including open source) and students that use both kind of software.
Very interesting is popularity of ESRI software between students. Although we use different software for teaching during the study, the first one software that is used is ESRI software (ArcView in the past and ArcGIS nowadays). This is described at the figures 5, 6 and 7. Figure 5 shows that other than ESRI commercial software for GIS and CAD is not generally used by our students. Situation will not probably be better in the next years, because our university paid for site licence of the ESRI products. This license will be available for all Software used for diploma thesis at Geoinformatics VSB-TUO students that are connected via VPN to the campus intranet. I feel this as a problem, that can be solved only by other GIS and CAD software vendors action via companies that can prepare diploma thesis for our students. Figure 6 and 7 shows that our students are usually in face of decision: Use ESRI or open source software. Diploma thesis that are written by our students are usually prepared for some company (commercial, non-commercial) . Does it mean that for the practice are only these two options? I believe that not, and that the reason is a structure of our company partners specialization.
Very intersting is usage of individual software during whole period. At figure 8 you can see that more than 40% are ArcInfo (from ArcGIS edition) and ArcView 3.x, about 38% is Software used for diploma thesis at Geoinformatics VSB-TUO MS Access that was mentioned 31 times (generally more than 80% of fee DBMS) during whole period. This software is used for teaching in database systems subject. PostgreSQL was mentioned only in a connection to PostGIS software. MySQL was mentioned mainly in a connection with Web Mapping software. 
Other software

Operating systems
Very interesting is usage of operating systems. There are only a few students that were completely satisfied with GNU/Linux (UNIX -there was used only one UNIX system named Irix) OS only. Most common are students satisfied with OS MS Windows only, but in a last years is quite common combining OS MS Windows with OS Linux. 
Programming languages
Students mentioned programming languages used for their diploma thesis. There are not so big surprises at the following figure. Students can learn PHP, Java and Visual Basic during the study. Usage of the Avenue language is only a reflection of ArcView usage. VRML was (maybe still is) favorite modeling language of the former head of the Institute of Geoinformatics. 
Few words at the end
The statistic prepared for this paper is not representative, but shows some trends. Students did not mention all software that they used for their diploma thesis and some of them did not mention any software. For the paper were checked 129 papers form students' conference, 122 students did mention any software. This is the best that we can have for our statistics. We can read all thesis to get better statistic, but this will not be probably efficient. I can make a mistake and did not found all software mentioned during the statistics preparation, but I believe that I got at least 95% of mentioned software.
